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1: How to setup a pig farming business | How To Raise Livestock
Are you interested in starting a commercial pig farming business? Do you need a sample hog / pig farming business
plan template? If YES, i advice you read on.

If YES, i advice you read on. Do you know that pigs have one of the highest rates of reproduction in animals?
Pigs can birth up to 15 offspring at once and that is just one of the things that make pig farming attractive to
investors. Pigs also grow very fast and pork meat is in huge demand in most countries where there is a
minority of people practicing religions that forbid consumption of pork meat. In a typical pig herd, there are
the males which are known as the boar, the females known as the sows and the little pigs known as the piglets
or the farrows. Pig farming is very lucrative. Farmers are often faced with the challenges of choosing the best
animals to rear because there are just so many to choose from-goats, pigs, poultry, fishes etc. If you are faced
with such a challenge, some of the reasons why you should consider choosing pig farming over others
include-: They are more rugged and easier to raise. They can also survive days without food or water. Pigs are
also cheaper to raise compared to fishes or poultry because they can eat most foods that humans eat and even
if you have to buy feed for them, their feeds are cheaper than those of other animals. If you do not have money
for fancy pig feed, you can always make do with stuff you can find around you or food wastes from your
kitchen. This is totally impossible with fishes. The immune system of pigs is higher than other animals. As
long as you give them the needed vaccines regularly, they would not fall sick. The same cannot be said for
chickens which could be wiped out in one fell swoop by a disease outbreak. Pigs also generate more profit and
if you ever get tired of pig farming, you could easily dive into real estate, using your pig farm as your first
construction site. The first thing you need to take care of is finding a suitable location for breeding your pigs.
Please, do not try to do this at home. The reason is because pigs can be very smelly and you will be sure to
receive a lot of complaints and protests from your neighbors because of the smell and noise your piggery
would generate. So instead of causing great discomfort to others, look for a farmland for your piggery. Just
one plot of land would be enough for a small scale piggery but if you are opting for a large scale pig farming
business, make sure you purchase a land that is large enough to allow for spacing, grazing and feeding. The
shelter that you would build for your pigs is known as a pig pen. This would keep your pigs safe from the
elements of weather and other diseases or contamination. You may build your pen with iron or concrete
depending on which one you prefer and find more affordable. When constructing your pig pen, ensure that you
build a proper drainage for the pigs where all the wastes can pass through. You should also make sure the
drainage is kept clean at all times to avoid insects, pests, diseases and contamination. Pigs love playing in
water, so you should consider building a water pool in your pig pen for them to play in and stay healthy. The
water in the pool should be changed regularly and kept clean at all times. To start your piggery, you would
need healthy piglets which you can get from other pig farmers around you. Ensure that the piglets you buy are
healthy and have been well taken care of. You should also ask for their vaccination history records to be sure
that they have taken their vaccinations up to date. You would need both male and female pigs. The number of
piglets you need to purchase would depend on the size of your pen because pigs can multiply very quickly. Pig
farmers start with as low as one each male and female or as many as 50 each depending on the scale of pig
farming you want to go into. To ensure that your pigs receive the best healthcare, you should engage the
services of a veterinary doctor who would act as a consultant for your piggery. The duties of the veterinary
doctor would include giving the pigs the right vaccination regularly, checking up on the pigs from time to time
to ensure that they are in good health, offering nutrition advice and treating the pigs when they fall ill. You are
in luck when it comes to pig feeding because they can eat most of the things that human beings can eat which
means that you may not have to start worrying about getting some special feed for them. However, it is
important to pay special attention to their nutritional needs. They need to be fed a balanced diet with classes of
food like protein for body building, carbohydrate for growth and strength, vitamins, minerals and fiber. You
should also provide them with clean water all the time. I already mentioned that pigs love water and this
includes their drinking water. They would also play in and mess up their drinking water, so you should opt for
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a water supply system that cannot be messed up by the pigs and ensure that they are checked upon and their
water is changed regularly. Pigs can be sold live to meat sellers or used to make sausages and bacon. You can
approach other pig farmers for assistance on how to sell your pigs. Pigs are usually sold per kilogram so the
bigger your pigs, the more money you would earn.
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2: Pig farming business plan Â«
A Sample Pig Farming Business Plan Template Business Overview The agricultural sector of which livestock farming or
better still pig farming is a part of is no doubt among the leading industry in most countries of the world; it is the industry
that produce food for the populace and of course raw materials for industries.

Roles and Responsibilities Chief Operating Officer: Responsible for preparing financial reports, budgets, and
financial statements for the organization Responsible for overseeing the smooth running of HR and
administrative tasks for the organization Defines job positions for recruitment and managing interviewing
process Carries out staff induction for new team members Responsible for training, evaluation and assessment
of employees Oversees the smooth running of the daily farming activities across the various farming sections.
Responsible for managing boarding services, breeding services, dairy support services, livestock health
services, farrier services, and shearing services et al. We know that if we get it right from the onset, we would
have succeeded in creating the foundation that will help us build a standard pig farming business that will
favorably compete with leading livestock farms in the United States of America and in the rest part of the
world. As a pig farming business, we look forward to maximizing our strength and opportunities and also to
work around our weaknesses and threats. Our strength as a livestock farming business is the fact that we have
healthy relationships with loads of major players agriculture merchants in the livestock farming industry; both
suppliers and buyers within and outside of the United States. We have some of the latest livestock farming
machines, tools and equipment that will help us breed pigs and other livestock in commercial quantities with
less stress. Aside from our relationship network and equipment, we can confidently boast that we have some
the most experienced hands in livestock farming industry under our payroll. Our weakness could be that we
are a new livestock cum pig farms in the United States and we may not have the required cash to pump into
the publicity of our business. We are aware of this and from our projection will overcome this weakness with
time and turn it to a major advantage for the business. The opportunities that are available to us as a pig
farming business cannot be quantified, we know that there are loads of people, and industries that will source
for pigs, pork, and also industries that will source for the raw materials from our livestock farms both in the
United States of America and other parts of the world. Some of the threats and challenges that we are likely
going to face when we start our own livestock farm cum piggery business are global economic downturn that
can impact negatively on household spending, bad weather cum natural disasters draughts, epidemics ,
unfavorable government policies and the arrival of a competitor a commercial farm that rear same animals as
our livestock farms within same location. There is hardly anything you can do as regards this threats and
challenges other than to be optimistic that things will continue to work for your good. They now find it easier
to run both livestock farming and crop cultivation. Some even go ahead to include meat processing and
packaging business alongside their product offerings; it helps them maximize profits in the agriculture
industry. The fact that there is always a ready market for commercial pig farming makes the business ever
green. As a matter of fact, one of the new trends in livestock farming industry is that with the recent
advancement in technology livestock farmers can now improve the various breeds of the animals they are
breeding. As a matter of fact, it is now easier for livestock farmers to comfortably import the kind of breed of
domestic animal they want to breed from any country of their choice and also advancement in technology has
made it easier to cross â€” breed different species of animal. Our Target Market As you would expect, the
target market of those who are the end consumer of livestock farm produce and also those who benefits from
the business value chain of the agriculture industry is all encompassing; it is far â€” reaching. Every household
consumes produce from livestock farms be it meat, milk, and the skin leather used for bags, belts and shoes
production et al. So also a large chunk of manufacturing companies depends on livestock farms for some of
their raw materials. In essence a pig farmer should be able to sell his or her farm produce to as many people as
possible. We will ensure that we position our business to attract consumers of agriculture produce not just in
the United States of America alone but also other parts of the world which is why we will be exporting some
of our livestock farm produce either in raw form or processed form to other countries of the world. Our
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Competitive Advantage It is common to find entrepreneur flocking towards an industry that is known to
generate consistent income which is why there are more commercial livestock farmers in the United States of
America and of course in most parts of the world. For example, Statistics has it that there were 2. These goes
to show that there are appreciable numbers of livestock farmers in the United States of America but that does
not mean that there is stiffer competition in the industry. This is so because part of the success of any nation is
her ability to cultivate her own food and also export foods to other nations of the world. We have done our
homework and we have been able to highlight some factors that will give us competitive advantage in the
marketplace; some of the factors are effective and reliable livestock farming processes that can help us sell our
livestock and processed meat at competitive prices, good network and excellent relationship management.
Another competitive advantage that we are bringing to the industry is the fact that we have designed our
business in such a way that we will operate an all â€” round standard commercial livestock farms that will be
involved in diverse areas such as animal rearing and meat processing and packaging plant. With this, we will
be able to take advantage of all the available opportunities within the industry. Lastly, our employees will be
well taken care of, and their welfare package will be amongst the best in the industry meaning that they will be
more than willing to build the business with us and help deliver our set goals and achieve all our objectives as
a standard commercial livestock farms with a meat processing and packaging plant. In view of that, we
decided to set up a standard meat processing and packing plant to help us maximize profits in the industry.
Over and above, we have perfected our sale and marketing strategies first by networking with agriculture
merchants and companies that rely on raw materials from the livestock farming industry who are likely to refer
become our customers. Advertise our business and livestock farms in agro â€” allied and food related
magazines and websites List our commercial livestock farms on yellow pages ads local directories Print out
fliers and business cards and strategically drop them in offices, libraries, public facilities and train stations et
al. In essence we are not going to rely only on the sale of our livestock to generate income for the business but
also other business interests within the value chain.
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3: Piggery Business Plan - Essay Samples
Interested in starting a pig farm, and you are looking for a pig production business plan sample?This article contains a
sample template that can guide you. Pig farming which is a subset of the agricultural livestock farming industry is a
business that particularly focuses on the rearing of pig and piglets.

Gerard Dawns Pig Farming Ebook is now rated as one of the best pig farming products on the market.
Obviously there are other great products on the market but not many deliver the results that Gerard Dawns Pig
Farming Ebook does. You have probably heard some great reports about the in detail guidelines of the Gerard
Dawns Pig Farming Ebook. But why are so many people talking about it? That is simple, real pig farmers are
getting real results. And when that happens they talk about it. As they say the best results are proven results.
The beauty is the pig farming plan is so simple. That is why it is so effective in raising healthy profitable pigs.
You can see your pigs growing healthy even if you just raising pigs for the first time, it will not take months or
years for you to master how to proper raise healthy pigs and see your returns in profits! So many people have
had such great experiences with this product. So, naturally, when they are asked how they got started in the
pig farming business, they refer their friends or family to this ebook. The greatest thing is, proven results like
this are the most effective and viral methods of marketing that no one can control. The real people, the
customers, have their own say without being controlled. So, due to all these success stories through this ebook,
it now has an unprecedented amount of popularity. The reality is, it will not be over night. And there is no
magical ingredient that anyone can sell you. However once you know the guidelines inside Gerard Dawns Pig
Farming Ebook you will see how easy it is to start the hobby of raising healthy profitable pigs today!
Personally I am impatient, and like you I wanted results yesterday. I was pleasantly surprised to discover an
ebook that covers all in raising healthy pigs for profits. Let me put it this way, how much do you value your
pigs? How much would you love to look your livestock and see them healthy and happy? Well, if you agree,
raising healthy profitable pigs is worth a million times more than the minor cost for this information. So, you
need to understand that Gerard Dawns Pig Farming Ebook has the key to your goals, you just need to unlock
the door.
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4: Starting Pig Farming Business Plan (PDF) - StartupBiz Global
Pig Farming Business Plan In Nigeria PDF - Sample Template. THIS BUSINESS PLAN IS REGULARLY UPDATED
AND CAN ALSO BE USED FOR BANK LOANS, GRANTS, PROPOSAL FOR COMPETITIONS ETC.

To ensure effective and efficient production and distribution of meat at affordable prices. To provide top
quality meat for healthy living of people all over the world. My business is production and sales of pork and
life pigs. I plan to establish a company that will produce these pigs in commercial quantity and sell to my
numerous customers. We want to feed Nigeria with healthy meat and export to other countries. We will ensure
that we sell the highest number of pigs for pork in Nigeria and increase production every year in other to
satisfy our customers. The most important thing in my business is hygiene and best practices in animal
production. Pig farmers, pig butchers, wholesalers, retailers, abattoirs, meat processing companies, food
packaging companies are my target customers. My business is positioned to take advantage of growth trends
in the industry. My most important company strengths are measurement of life pigs weight, processing and
packaging of pork, none of my products are exposed for contamination, and best possible hygienic measures
are taken. My company will succeed because we provide the most important basic need that is protein in form
of animal meat and our products are consumed daily by majority of Nigerians. Due to the fact that the
available meats are not enough and are not of the best hygienic standard, we will provide quality meat and
make profit. With the experience, skills, and strengths of management team and workers to be employed, we
will ensure that this business grows to become a house hold name in Nigeria and a world class company.
These customers buy pig from farmers in the state. It is our responsibility to locate and market our products to
them. Local consumer of pork in Onitsha, Nnewi, Awka, Nkpor and Oba, Anambra State will be encouraged
through proper marketing technique using our point on purchase sales outlet. These consumers buy pork in the
market for consumption. Through proper marketing strategy, these customers will be encouraged to buy our
products. Pig farmers in the state who need boar, piglets or sows are our targeted customers. They may want to
buy a boar, piglets or in- sows pregnant pigs for their farms. All pig farmers in the state will be located and
visited and how to sell products to them when they need them will be strategized. Wholesalers and retailers of
pig in the state are our valued customers. They buy from farm and resell to the butchers and consumers. They
will be searched and located and their contact kept in our record. They will be contacted when they need any
product. Public markets are places where our customers may want to come and buy our product. Sellers of
pork are also our targeted customers. Abattoir and meat processing companies are our targeted market. Our
product will be sold to them for further processing. Food processing and packaging companies like UAC
foods and other food packaging companies in the state, eateries, restaurants and hotels are also our targeted
customers. These companies will be encouraged to put pork in their menu, and will be sold to customers. A
very good marketing strategy will be employed. In fact, the Food and Agricultural Organization of the United
Nations FAO quarterly bulletin of statistics reported that there is a greater output of meat from pigs Local pig
farmers hold greater percentage of the market share. All the pig farmers are my targeted customers because of
the production technique in artificial insemination in pig production to be used. I plan to be a major factor in
the market. Demand for meat has risen more than five-fold in the past 50 years in Nigeria, according to the
FAO. The FAO said that it believes that the rapid growth of developing economies suggests meat
consumption will continue to grow and outpace the growth of supply. The growth trends on the market is
seriously increasing rapidly and more consumers preferring to eat pork because it is affordable and readily
available upon increase production. However products in the market are not packaged and I will take
advantage of this. We will introduce product packaging to increase product development. The pig industry can
be a very reliable one due to certain attributes of pigs and the Nigerian production system. Pigs have a high
survival rate and also have the ability to utilize a host of agro- industrial bye â€” products and crop residues
with little or no processing and minimal cost. Pricing Power Pricing My method of setting prices is based on
weight of my life pigs and pork. For my business, my pricing policy is higher than that of my competitors
because I am starting. I will increase quality of my products and use this to sell my products to my targeted
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customers. My price will be fair and I will compete on quality. My company will charge fifteen thousand naira
for kilogram of life pig. Our processed one kilogram of pork will go for four hundred naira. Price is important
in this market but my customers mostly make their purchase decision on quality. This is my pricing power.
My days as an undergraduate, from till date, have given me the privilege to run and manage Benco Pig Farm, a
family pig farm. It has given me the needed technical experience. With continuous training and re- training on
business skills and entrepreneurship, I will grow this business to compete internationally and also extend my
tentacle to other agro based enterprises. It has given me the needed technical production skills. The table
below shows list of required and acquired skill needed in my business. I am hard working and always come
first in any thing I do in life. I am innovative, motivated and persistent in any thing that I venture in life in
order to achieve success. I am a class leader for five years as an undergraduate. My hobbies are playing chess,
reading, meeting people and travelling. Following are the tentative specifications and budget for this
equipment. I will also by 3 in 1 printer. The printer will print, photocopy and scan. Computer tables will be
bought for both the laptop and general work table in the administrative building. Etisalat will be my internet
providers. Budget for Internet access. It is my intention to grow Ifekentus Nigeria Ltd into a large firm with
international standard and relationships. The initial and ongoing cost of operating as private limited liability
company will be a necessary business expense. Also, since a properly run private limited liability company
will afford me limited liability, I feel this is the right form of business for me. I intend to depend on my
attorney to handle all aspects of setting up the limited liability company and maintaining proper company
records. With my management team and me as managing director, we will grow this business and provide jobs
to many Nigerians. There is a plan for continuation of the business if I am dead, or incapacitated. I can be
replaced by the owners of this company. Working hours will be from 8am to 4pm everyday from Monday to
Friday except for security agents who will work all day and night. They are owners of the Private limited
liability company. This is to encourage them to put in their best and ensure business successes. I will pay them
very well. I will train them and increase their salary. This is because I will ensure that best hands are
employed. I will pay twenty thousand to young youths who are unemployed when starting the business. This
salary structure will increase after one year to a standard compared to the one paid by good companies. I
believe in paying my workers well so that they are motivated. My workers will be trained. The cost will be the
cost of doing business. Licenses My company will apply for all necessary licenses. I plan to register the
company immediately the company is empowered. I plan to complete tax registration forms and get a tax
identification number. I will pay myself salary, pay payroll taxes, company tax and formalize my business
with the government. I will consult my professional consultants on how to acquire these licenses. I will ensure
that the following requirements are achieved. This will cover my livestock, farm buildings, machinery and
equipment which form part of the investment on the farm in accordance with its policy. The risks to be
covered are death or injury caused by: These risks are covered when I have satisfied such conditions relating
to good animal husbandry which I plan to achieve. Cost of Insurance cover. The cost of the insurance cover is
7. I plan to pay this to an agricultural insurance company, Nigerian Agricultural Insurance Corporation in
Anambra State. I will depend on my insurance agent to give me expert advice and take up all insurance covers
for my business. This is because it will reduce the cost of transportation. It is located along a Federal
Government road, Onitsha Owere road.
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5: How to Start a Piggery Business in the Philippines - Complete Guide
Pig farming business is a very profitable business, and many people are making money all over the world by starting a
piggery business. However, to build a successful, sustainable pig farming business, you require sufficient knowledge of
how to efficiently raise the pigs, good management skills, and a good pig farming business plan.

Posted by admin Agriculture , Business Ideas , Business Plans 3 Pig farming business is a very profitable
business, and many people are making money all over the world by starting a piggery business. However, to
build a successful, sustainable pig farming business, you require sufficient knowledge of how to efficiently
raise the pigs, good management skills, and a good pig farming business plan. This article will outline how to
start the piggery farming business, and the pig farming business plan â€” PDF, Word and Excel. Pig farming
is a lucrative business, providing income for millions of people, but there are some essential things you need
to do before you venture into the piggery business. You have to decide on the size of your pig farming
business project i. If you do not have a lot of capital, you can always start small and grow your piggery
business overtime, remember, Rome was not built in a day. What you need Land for Pig Farming Business To
start your piggery business, you require a large enough area for erecting the necessary pig sty and other farm
buildings. The pig farming project requires a gentle sloppy site with well-draining soils e. This is essential as
enables easy flow of effluence. You should locate your piggery farm at least 1 kilometre away from the rivers
to avoid possible contamination of water from effluence. You should first asses if the land is suitable for
operating a pig production business. It is advisable to locate the pig farming project nearer to good roads as
that will help minimize costs and enable the farmer to have access to and from the piggery business project.
Your pig farming business plan should take into account the cost of purchasing or renting the land. Housing
for the Pigs You need good and efficient housing for your pigs. This will make management of the pigs easier
and it reduces the mortality rate of the piglets. Note that pigs at different stages of growth require different
environments temperatures and different housings. Piglets require protection from very low temperatures to
ensure that they grow to their maximum potential level. On the other hand, the growing and reproducing pigs
must be protected against high temperatures. Your piggery farming business plan should take into account the
construction costs for the housing of pigs. Sows and Bows To start your pig farming business, you require
breeding stock. The breeding stock you require are boars and sows. Boars are the male pigs which will service
the sows, which are the female pigs. Ensure that you purchase a good breed of pigs. When you are buying the
breeding stock, buy from farms which are known to produce good and healthy pigs. The growth potential of
your piglets will depend on the nature and quality of the parent stock. Thus it is of great importance to buy a
good pig breeding stock from reliable piggery farmers. You require 1 boar for every sows. The number of
soars which you buy for your pig farming business will depend on the scale of your piggery business. One sow
gives birth to piglets from one pregnancy. A sow can fall pregnant twice a year. The pregnancy of a pig lasts
for 3 months, 3 weeks and 3 days days. The pig farming business plan should take into consideration the cost
of buying the breeding stock. Feed for the Pigs You ought to correctly feed your pigs. The pigs must be given
the correct type of feed as well as the correct amount of feed. If you fail to give the proper feed to pigs then
you may miss the slaughter weight targets and the desired quality of the pork. This may lead to a loss in your
pig farming business. Note that pigs require different types and amount of feed depending on which stage of
growth they are at. Your pig farming business plan should take into account all the feed costs at different stage
of growth of the pigs. Capital for a Piggery Farming Business Starting a pig farming business is capital
intensive. The capital is required for constructing the pig housings, purchasing the breeding stock, purchasing
stock feeds and other costs associated with running a pig farming business. The amount of capital you need for
your pig farming business will depend on the size of your piggery farming project. Your pig farming business
plan should clearly outline the money required to start and operate a pig production business. Management
And Labour for a Pig Farm The number of employees you require for your pig farming business will depend
on the size of your piggery project. There may also be need for finance and marketing team, depending on the
size of your pig production business. Your pig farming business plan should take into account the salary costs
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for all the people you are going to employ. Market You can slaughter your pigs when they are between the
ages of 4 months to 6 months. The exact age at which you slaughter your pigs depends on whether you want to
sell your pigs as porkers or as baconers. The market for pork is very huge and is ever increasing. The annual
global demand of pork is 11 million tonnes. You can supply pork to abattoirs, local butcher shops, retailers,
hotels, supermarkets, restaurants, wholesalers and individual consumers. The pig production business plan
ought to include a proper marketing plan to use in your piggery business. The export market for pork is also
very huge! As you grow your pig farming business you will be able to export the pork to other countries. We
introduced the business plans after discovering that many were venturing into the pig production business
without enough knowledge and understanding of how to run the piggery business, how to keep the pigs, lack
of understanding of the financial side of the business, lack of understanding of: It will be easier to plan and
budget as you will be aware of all the costs involved in setting up and running the pig farming business.
Shillings, Rupees, Rands, Pesos e. When you download it, you just adjust the figures on the inputs sheet
Required details include the number of pigs, costs of feed, salaries, selling prices of the pork etc. After
entering the required details, the excel template will automatically generate all the financial statements Income
statements, cash flow statements, balance sheets, break even analysis, payback period analysis, start-up costs,
financial graphs, revenue and expenses, Bank Loan Amortization. After you have purchased, you will see the
download link for the business plan package on the screen. We will also email you the download link. To open
the package after downloading it, just right click, and select Extract All. If you have any problems in
downloading and opening the files, email us on shop startupbizglobal. We wish you the best in your Pig
farming business! Like us on Facebook , follow us on Twitter , and subscribe to receive notifications of new
posts in your email.
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6: Pig Farming Business Plan | Pro Business Plans
Piggery Farming Business Plan (PDF) In Nigeria - Sample Production Template Manual BUSINESS PLAN Pig Farming
Business Plan in Nigeria - Pigs can be raised in controlled or free environment, as a small- or large-scale business.

You can start a successful piggery business from your backyard with a good business plan. If you are thinking
of starting a piggery business, here are some tips to make your business plan writing easy, and to ensure the
success of the business. You will also find sample business plan that you can use in designing yours. How to
Start a Piggery Business Without doubt, piggery business is serious and profitable business. The beauty of it is
that you do not need much money or large piece of land to start it off; you can start right at your backyard for
the time being. That moderate space at the back of your home can be transformed to a temporary piggery and
you will be racking in some cool profit in no time at all. The process of raising pigs is simple and you do not
need to be an expert in agriculture or animal sciences to get things done. Everyone understands how nutritious
and delicious pork can be and you will never have problem selling your pigs to both neighbors and other
customers located far and near. In starting a pig farm, it is better to buy the young pigs and raise them instead
of breeding the young ones. What are the advantages of buying young ones? The advantages are revealed
below. You will get your investment on the business back in no time at all. You only require about one year to
raise the pigs and start raking in the cash. No need for the demanding management and highly specialized
labor required in breeding the new ones. No need to empty your bank account on halting operation, which
would have been highly expensive if you had attempted to breed the young pigs. What are the specific
considerations you need to take note of before you start your piggery business? Now, we will look into some
of the very important considerations you need to have when planning to startup a piggery business. Writing a
Business Plan Here are free business plan templates to get you started To start any business whether small or
large you will need to have a written plan for it. Your business plan will capture your expectation for every
area of the business, including the production and marketing of the pigs. The plan will reveal how profitable
the business will be and what you need to do to make it so. Writing a business plan can be a bit technical for
most people, but studying some good samples can help in writing yours. You can also find websites where you
can be guided to write your business plan on their online platform. Choosing your location There are some
very important things you must consider when choosing the perfect location to set up your piggery. They are
highlighted below: The piggery is not supposed to be located in the urban area. It was hinted earlier that you
can set up a piggery at your backyard. But this is only practicable if your home is in the outskirt of the city and
not in the middle. The piggery must be at least 25 meters from drinking water. While your backyard may be
used as the pig farm, the ideal place to use should be some m from any industrial, institutional, commercial, or
residential area. Each sow should occupy an area of 2. More space should be provided for them as they grow
in size. This is the more reason the piece of land used for establishing piggery should be large enough and also
expandable. How to construct pig house The pigs grow with time. Therefore, their houses must be constructed
to allow for this growth. If the house hampers growth, it may promote disease spread among the pigs. If you
have decided to set up the piggery at your backyard, then you can make use of ordinary nipa and bamboo to
build their houses, since such construction would be temporal Make sure the piece of land on which the pig
house is built is somewhat sloppy. This promotes proper drainage and prevents the piece of land from getting
muddy with time. Muddy piggery is not the best place to manage. If the pig house you are building is intended
to be permanent, make sure the floor is made of concrete and this will reduce parasitic infections and diseases
and also promote easy cleaning. If the concrete floor is too hard however, it will cause leg and foot problems.
It should also not be too smooth to prevent slip. Are you ready to form a new business? You can incorporate
your business today by easily and quickly filling simple online forms. Best online business incorporating
services everyone is talking about. Equipment and facilities Facilities like drinking and feeding troughs are
needed in the pig house. A number of materials can be used in making the troughs, but it is best to use
concrete for constructing them. If there is no money for concrete construction, you can equally make use of
truck or automobile tires that are cut in half. Feeding the pigs The feeding of the pigs should start when the
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sows are one week old. As they grow, make sure you change their food ration in accordance with their age.
The ration change should be gradual; if not, their normal feeding behaviors may be altered. Once they start
feeding, allow up to two months to wean them. A starter ration should be used during this period. Do not give
them a finisher ration until they are about 20 weeks old and weigh as much as 60 kg. Health management
Make sure to always clean the equipment, pens, runways and building to ensure they are in constant good
health. Also, make sure they are disinfected and sanitized on regular basis. When a new pig is brought in, first
isolate or quarantine it before allowing it to join the rest. Recommended Put your business on the path to
success with a solid plan created with Business Plan Pro Software. Experts in business and technology, as well
as daily users rate this software higher and above others. Click here to see why.
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7: Starting a Commercial Pig Farm â€“ Sample Business Plan Template
How to start a piggery business: If you are thinking of starting a piggery business, here are some tips to make your
business plan writing easy, and to ensure the success of the business. You will also find sample business plan that you
can use in designing yours.

The project offers good investment benefits. We therefore highly recommend it for implementation. The role
of pig farming cannot be over emphasized; pigs can be raised in a Controlled or free environment, in a small
or large scale business. But in whatever size, a prospective farmer would need input as to how to raise pigs.
Efficiently and in more productive manner â€” No branch of live stock farming gives better results than rising
of well â€” bred Swine, when conducted with a reasonable amount. The pig is one of the important animals to
rise in the farm either for meat or for profit, and no farm is amplest unless some pigs are kept to aid the
modern method of farming, that means pigs are having positive external effect on farm land. Till date, in
Nigeria the pig farming has not be taken with vigorous intend, the farmers in the east and the north, west are
still to come to the reality and importance of pig farming. The pig require less lab our, less capital, less
equipment and makes greater gains than any other farm animal, and money invested more quickly than any
other farm animal. Pig feeders can be obtained from stock breeders, and producers, in question and classified
into different categories some are well suited for a specific environment indoors or outdoors. Crossbred pigs
tend to gross faster consume food more efficiently and are vigorous when buying a feeder, choose the large
and healthy looking ones at least 25Ibs, If you are choosing a male, which is observed to grow slightly faster
than females, get one that is already castrated. Male or Female they must be preferably Immunized ask the
breeder for health information and stock of the breeder. Pigs need housing to keep them warns during cold
temperatures and to shelter them from excessive heat. Pigs are sensitive to heat and could die of heat stress
when housed indoors, temperature condition must be well regulated, and Controlled temperature condition can
help to maximize growth. Cooking mechanism for pigs can come in from of drift water system or wallow for a
hog pen. A major concern about pig farming is that, most farmers do it in a local way, and the pig farming is
for commercial purpose but not in large scale production. And another concern is the sanitary aspect,
Sanitation is important to keep the pigs disease free. A mechanism for easy cleaning and removal of waste is
necessary for any type of pig housing some like scoffed pen floors to make waste collection easy. The ignorant
of knowing that pigs are suppose to be sold out between 5 to 7 months and after then they can lost their weight
which a nor vice farmer cannot understand, and their by reducing his revenue. To same extend we can say the
pigs have demising marginal utility when it comes to their weight. The more the grow, their weight increases,
but get to a point when their weight began to decrease. Some farmers are of the opine that pig farming is
growth enhancing both to private individual and the canary us a whole. My business is production and scales
of pork and life pigs. I plan to establish a company that will produce those pigs in commercial quantity and
sale to my numerous customers. We want to feed Nigeria with healthy meat and export to other countries we
will ensure we sale the highest number of pigs for pork in Nigeria and increase production every year in other
to satisfy our customers. The most important thing in my business is hygiene and best practices in animal
production, Pig farmers, pig butchers wholesalers retailers, abattoirs, meat processing companies, food
packaging companies are my target customers. My business is positioned to take advantage of growth trends
in the country. My most important company strengths are measurement of life pigs weight, processing and
packaging of pork, none of my products are exposed for contamination and best possible hygienic measures
are taken. My company will succeed, because we produce the most important bask need that is protein in from
of animal meat, and our products are consumed daily by majority of Nigeria except for most Islamic sates.
Due to the fact that the available meets are not enough and are not of the best hygienic standard, we will
provide quality meat and make profit. With the experience, Skills, and strengths of Management, team and
workers to be employed, we will ensure that to business grow to become a house hold name in Nigeria and
world Class Company.
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8: THE WAY OUT IN AFRICA: A Complete Business Plan for Piggery Business in Nigeria
I plan to stick with this specialized business that I know best unless fatally defective Dishonestly, theft, shrinkage: I
intend to implement the same policies that have been proven by Panock Piggery and Poultry Farm, one of my biggest
competitors.

Order now The business is a small private venture and has unlimited liability, each partner is fully liable for
the debts incurred or profits gained. The business will be based in the rural district of Argyle Mountain located
in the parish of Westmorland. The land on which the business will be situated was acquired from one of the
partners, who is owner of the property. The small house on the property will be converted to a storage unit for
feed needed for pig rearing. The property also has a nearby water source; water will be pumped to the pens for
the pigs from this stream. This location is also secluded with no close eighbours; public nuisance from the
operation of the business will be avoided. The entrepreneurs of Argyle Mountain piggery took advantage of an
opportunity that presented itself on the market; explain. The entrepreneurs sort to address the demands for a
reliable supply of pork as the competitors fail to satisfy this demand. The business is also situated at an
opportunistic location close to the target market. The business, exemplary service and products will facilitate
its growth and expansion. Once a market for a product a business produces is available the business has a good
chance to succeed. What will determine the faith of the business is how it is managed and operated. The
business will be located in the community of Argyle Mountain in the parish of Westmoreland. Argyle
Mountain Piggery is proposed to start with ten pig, four pens and a small storage unit where feed and the
equipment and tools will be stored. For the first six months of operation the business will have three
employees where two will be working shifts on weekdays and the other on the weekend. As the business
expands more man power will be employed. The venture will start as a small farm that shall expand as the
pigs reproduce. Piggery will sell primarily to restaurants, local butchers and supermarkets. Contracts with such
entities will bring additional revenue for further expansion. By the end of the second year of operation the
business is expected to double its out. By the end of year six of operations the business is expected to
accumulate enough wealth to facilitate growth in the form of opening a new branch in St. Economic Benefits
One of the economic benefits of operating a piggery is the opportunity to contribute to the society whilst
gaining recognition for the effort. Operation of a business of this kind helps to contribute to the development
and growth of the society in various ways such as: Social Benefits The social aspect of a business is very
much important seeing it involves the relationship between people. There are several social benefits to be
gained from operating a business. Firstly there is a close personal contact with employees and customers,
which makes good personal relationships with employees and owner creating a better understanding of
customer needs. Also through the promotion and transaction of business potential clients and business partners
are developed. Finally there is the opportunity to sponsor community events thus developing stronger
relationships. Personal Benefits It is said that although money is not the primary force driving most
entrepreneur the possible profits the business will earn is a motivating factor in the decision to start the
business. Owning a business also provides entrepreneurs the independence and opportunity to achieve what is
important to them, also reaping the rewards of knowing that the driving force behind the business are them.
Finally any modification of the business or its products and services are easily facilitated as well as fostering
easy decision making. Human Resources Human resource looks at the activities undertaken by an organisation
to attract, develop and maintain an effective work force within the organisation. Some of the key factors of
human resource is staffing which involves the selecting, training, developing, placing and orienting new
employees, where they can be most productive. The entrepreneurs of Argyle Mountain Piggery realize how
crucial it is to have an effective workforce in order to be better able to meet and even exceed the ever changing
demands and needs of our target market. Therefore it is of great importance to recruit the right individuals,
who are able to interact with customers, provide good customer service and are able to contribute positively to
the overall growth of the business. In addition employees have to be trained in order to meet up to the
standards, goal and objectives of the organisation as well as ensuring that each employee is capable of
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performing the assigned tasks. The positions required are designed in the organizational chart. In recruiting
members of staff a number of methods will be employed; such functions would include job advertisements
through electronic or printed media especially in the Argyle District community. Persons with the required
qualifications and experience will be shortlisted and screened then the most suited and fit persons will be
interviewed. A job analysis which will be performed to determine the job specifications for each assignment
and subsequently the job descriptions will be developed. This will allow employees to gain constructive
feedback with regards to deficiencies if any and assist in determining if employees are have the right
behaviour and attitude to complete task towards achieving the goals of the organisation. Therefore full-time
employees will be remunerated based on their job functions and their responsibilities as well as the hours
worked. They will also benefit from special discounts. A revision of salary will be performed based on the rate
of inflation and profitability of the business and will be revised by the Human Resources Management. Based
on the feasibility study the demands is high for pork in Argyle District, as the community of Argyle Mountain
and its surroundings consume about 2, pigs annually, which is equivalent to approximately , pounds of pork.
On the farm certain equipment and supplies are needed to carry out operations including: The stores are
located at approximately half an hour from Argyle Mountain. Supplies can also be ordered on a monthly basis.
There might be possible considerations of alternatives if cheaper such as a generator or solar energy to be a
part of the going green concept for protecting the environment. Purpose of the Business Plan In order to
emphasize the issues and expectations of the Argyle Mountain Piggery, this business plan was prepared.
Blurred issues such as the target market, the aims of the business, the market segment and the proper pricing
strategy will be addressed. These factors will aid the competitiveness of the proposed business and allow the
future success of the venture. In doing the business plan the factors mentioned previously will be harmonized
as the areas of weaknesses and strengths will be identified and also the prediction of possible problems before
they might occur. The business plan however, will not be definite as there maybe future changes in the
proposed business so the business plan will be made to accommodate these changes. The business plan will
also outline the duties and responsibilities of the professionals of the business which will give them a chance
to concentrate their efforts on their specific tasks. A clear method of operation will be outlined to further guild
the members of the proposed venture. Also the business plan is to be used as a reference for loans and
investment funds that will be borrowed for the purpose of the proposed business as lending agencies will seek
proof and a properly expressed idea before they invest money. Also for the purpose of borrowing money, the
business plan will outline a feasible method of obtaining capital for the repayment of the loan and also for the
sustainability of the proposed venture. The business plan will also be used to attract new employees as well as
new partners for the future expansion of the proposed venture as this expansion will trigger a bigger revenue
as well as profit. These establishments are singled out because of their basic operations would require the
service the proposed business would provide. The characteristics of the pork being offered by Argyle
Mountain Piggery will possess: This will ultimately affect the overall muscle and fat development. This is
important for the soundness as well as the appearance of the pigs. A level-topped pig will have a more correct
slope to its shoulder and legs and have an advantage in ease of movement. Muscle â€” Our pigs will possess
two important things that contribute to the evaluating of its muscle are the amount and type of muscle as the
grade of the pigs would have been carefully selected and bred to yield the best results for the quality. Freedom
of excess fat â€” Excess fat on the finished product is not a desirable feature for customers with the exception
of persons in the business of jerk as the fat is used as a part of the jerking procedure; therefore, pigs with very
little fat should be ideal. This can also be linked to the grade of the pigs; however the grade that is targeted by
the proposed venture will help to solve this matter. Frame Size â€” Frame refers to the skeletal size of the pig.
Frame size is determined by the grade of pigs. The grade of pigs targeted is of the Duroc and Yorkshire breed
as these pigs have the desired skeletal frame and when breaded with one another will generate good results.
The prices of the produce from the piggery will vary based on the orders received from the market. The pigs
will be sold as either live weight of dead weight. The offal will also be offered. With that established, a
regulated pricing strategy must be employed. Specific cuts will also be priced at the dead weight price per
pound. Discounted prices may be considered when over a certain amount of meat or pigs are purchased. The
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penetrating pricing strategy will be used to gain access to the market as well as to gain a loyal customer base.
The distribution of the products meat will be done via a refrigerated bus and the live pigs will be delivered to
the respective clients using an open back, two 2 ton truck. However, the appropriate preparations will be made
in the case of the client having an operational vehicle to do their own transport. Argyle Mountain Piggery
would be advertised on a wide scale with much emphasis being placed on popularizing the business. Argyle
Mountain Piggeries would take advantage of the new and innovative social networks to promote and advertise
its services. The Jamaica Yellow pages will also be considered as a source of advertisement. Newspapers
advertisements will also be utilized. This will be done on a continually until a customer base is formed. Flyers
will be distributed to allow persons to become aware of the new and upcoming business. The final
promotional strategy will be via word of mouth from our developing customer base. However, this method is
not necessarily directly related to the members of the business as we would rely on the satisfied customers to
relate their satisfaction to potential clientele. Mission Statement Argyle Mountain piggery aims to provide the
best grade of pork and pigs to the community and its clients we aim to raise the standard of Jamaican pork and
find more innovative ways to advertise the versatility of pig meat. Financial Manager Some of the main
functions of a Finance Manager include: Human Resource Manager Human resource managers may perform
the following tasks: He will organised and supervisor all the work to be done by the Administrative.
Appendices Tools used in the feasibility study. The aim of this questionnaire is to determine the market for
pork in the Argyle Mountain district and surrounding area. Your honesty is greatly appreciated as it will help
in establishing the feasibility of the proposed piggery. All information you provide will be held confidential.
What is the nature of the business you operate? How long have this business been operational? In what
manner would you prefer the pork products to be weighed? Live weight only r.
9: A Sample Pig Farming Business Plan Template
Find here a detailed pig farming business plan sample checklist for your ready reference. Starting piggery is a very
much profitable livestock business. Among the various livestock species, piggery is the most potent source for meat
production and pigs are more efficient feed converters after the broiler.
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